Is Diabetes Epidemic? - Symbiosis as Collective Consciousness
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Editorial

According to recent CDC data, in the US 10.5% of the population has diabetes, but another 21.4% are not diagnosed. This totals to 1/3 of the US population having diabetes in 2019 and the number steadily increases every year. The same is the situation in Canada - 1/3 of the Canadians had diabetes in 2019. A natural question arises: Is diabetes epidemic? And if it is, what is causing it?

Diabetes is increased sugar level in the blood caused by decreased function of the pancreas. Normally, the pancreas produces enough insulin to degrade the sugar. So, there should be a factor that decreases the production of insulin in the pancreas, which leads to increased blood-sugar level. Studies done in Europe show that there is a parasite with the shape of a pumpkin seed, called pancreatic fluke, which inflicts the pancreas and decreases its function, thus causing high blood-sugar problem [1].

There are two alternatives: putting the people with diabetes on insulin for life and seeing the number of diabetics grow every year or looking for alternative approaches. If pancreatic fluke causes the diabetes, the diabetes is going to have epidemic character. If so, in order to stop the growth of number of people with diabetes, these people should do parasite cleansing and help the pancreas restore its normal function or cure the diabetes with acupuncture.

If pancreatic flukes cause the diabetes, how to explain the fact that acupuncture can cure diabetes. The acupuncture points of the pancreas are stimulated with acupuncture needles 14 to 20 days in a row until the pancreatic function is restored completely to normal. However,
beside this specific effect, the acupuncture has nonspecific effects [2]. The nonspecific effect of acupuncture is - it stimulates the adrenal glands and the immune system. Thus, acupuncture cures diabetes by stimulating the pancreas and strengthening the immune system to fight the parasites.

But I want to draw your attention to another fact. If diabetics usually crave sugar, they are not the ones that crave the sugar, but the fungus in their intestines because intestinal funguses crave sugar (they live on sugar). All parasites in the body - pancreatic fluke, a variety of intestinal worms, and funguses (called also intestinal yeast or candida) - live in symbiosis. This means that they mutually benefit from each other. The pancreatic fluke disable the pancreas, which regulates the blood sugar level, and the resulting extra blood sugar benefit the funguses, which live on sugar.

A natural question arises how these small creatures can be so smart. They have collective mind. How is this done? All the material creations are dark material body and light Nonlinear Electromagnetic Field (NEMF) [3]. All living beings (humans, animals, and plants) have another emotional NEMF attached to the NEMF of the material body. This second NEMF is what we see as aura and since it is emotionally sensitive we call it Spirit. To attract each other the two NEMFs (of the body and the Spirit) must spin in opposite directions and create opposite magnetic polarity, which would make them intertwined.

Kundalini Yoga speaks about two intertwined energy spirals running along the backbone. According to my article and ancient books on acupuncture, while the NEMF of the material body (Yin) is in lower half of the body, the NEMF of the Spirit (Yang) is in the upper half of the body [4]. Then, in Kundalini Yoga the spiral running upward is the energy spiral (NEMF) of the material body and the spiral running downward is the energy spiral (NEMF) of the Spirit. More precisely, the spirit is in our subconscious brain (to give us freedom of choice). With the waves of the Spirit operate a Quantum Computer in our Subconscious. In the way, we telepathically connect with our Quantum Computers, the parasites connect with their Quantum Computers, which are their minds, and the result is collective mind [5].

We also call the Collective mind collective consciousness. “Con-scious” means “the one that knows”. Another example of Collective Mind was observed on islands in the Pacific. One monkey figured it out that the sweet potatoes they eat are better when washed. Soon, the rest of the monkeys on the island started washing their potatoes before eating. The most surprising thing is that the monkeys on other islands, not having direct contact with this island, also started washing their sweet potatoes before eating. The only way to explain this observed phenomenon is collective mind resulting from the wireless communication among the monkeys’ Quantum Computers, which work with the waves of their spirits.

The integrated consciousness of all parasites makes them super smart and allows them to live in symbiosis mutually benefiting from each other. The symbiosis of the parasites (or their collective mind) makes it impossible to get rid of only the funguses or only the pancreatic
flukes without getting rid of all intestinal worms. I have an herbal book published “Delicious Herbal and Folk Remedies” and in the last chapter “Flushing the Body Clean”, I describe how to get rid of all parasites the natural way (with herbs) [6]. Once the pancreatic flukes and the rest of the parasites are gone, Reiki energy must be channeled to the pancreas to restore its normal function, which will restore the normal blood sugar level [7].

Thus, the best way to solve forever the high blood-sugar problem, called diabetes, is to flush all parasites out of the body. This will also probably solve some other problems related to the intestinal fauna. Since we have a social live - we go to parties, restaurants and visiting friends - we will probably get parasites again. So, flushing the body clean of parasites needs to be done periodically every year or every other year [6]. The longest living man on Earth lived in China - he lived to be 256 years old. He received 3 awards for his longevity - when he was 150 years old, when he was 200 years old, and when he was 250 years old. When asked what the secrets of his longevity are, his answer was “inner peace” and “periodic cleansing”.
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